
Competition Shooting   

One of the primary goals of Magnolia Rifle and Pistol Club is “to foster, encourage, promote, 

and provide opportunities for Club members to safely engage in the shooting sports, and related 

competitions”. Here you will find short descriptions of the various shooting sports competitions 

that call Magnolia home. For a complete calendar of shooting activities, click here.   

Competition Groups:   

  •  .22 Rimfire   

 •  CMP HighPower   

 

Our .22 Long Rifle Rimfire program provides competitors the opportunity to “stretch” out their 

.22 rifles out to 50, 100 and 200 yards shooting for accuracy. The .22 matches are broken down 

into two shooting events. Competitions are conducted on each match date and you may 

participate in each of the events or elect to participate in only one. Targets and Target stands are 

furnished for this event. Match fee is $5 regardless of the number of events you elect to 

participate in on match day. Juniors are encouraged to participate and shoot free.   

22 BR:  .22 RF 100/200 Benchrest: Participants engage a scoring ring target at distances of 100 

yards and 200 yards. All shooting is done from a shooting bench and front and a rear rest support 

is permitted. There are no restrictions on the firearm, scope, or ammunition (.22LR only) used. 

The normal course of fire consists of 40 shots for record at 100 yards using two NRA Target 

A23/5 and 20 shots for record on NRA Target TQ-4 at 200 yards.    

For more information, please contact: Match 

Director – James Wilson   

E-mail: wilsonjthree@yahoo.com   

22 NRA:  .22 RF NRA Smallbore Prone: Participants engage a scoring ring target at 50 and 

100 yards from the prone position. Participants shoot from the prone position using “only” a 

sling for support and may use a scope or iron sights. Shooting coats and gloves are permitted and 

there are no restrictions on the firearm, scope, or ammunition (22LR only) used. The normal 

course of fire consists of 40 shots per record on NRA Target A23/5 at 50 yards and 40 shots on 

NRA Target TQ-4 at 100 yards.    
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For more information, please contact:   

Match Director – John McGowan   

E-mail:johnnymcg@bellsouth.net   

   
CMP Highpower   

If you are interested in vintage or modern military/service style rifles, the Civilian Marksmanship 

Program (CMP) HighPower Rifle Matches may be right up your alley!! Our CMP Service Rifle 

Program consists of three different type matches conducted on different dates.   

John C. Garand Match: Participants engage a scoring ring target at 200 yards from the prone, 

sitting, and standing positions. A sling may be used for support in the prone and sitting firing 

positions. Rifle optics is not permitted but spotting scopes are allowed on the firing line. All 

military/service style rifles, to include the AR-15, are permitted regardless of country of origin. 

Course of fire includes 10 sighter rounds and 50 rounds fired for score.   

Vintage Bolt Action Match: VParticipants engage a scoring ring target at 200 yards from the 

prone, sitting, and standing positions. A sling may be used for support in the prone and sitting 

firing positions. Rifle optics is not permitted but spotting scopes are allowed on the firing line. 

All pre-1960s military/service rifle bolt action style rifles are permitted regardless of the country 

of origin. Course of fire includes 10 sighter rounds and 50 rounds fired for score..   

M-1 Carbine Match:This match is for the U.S. .30 cal. M1 Carbine. Participants engage a 

scoring ring target at 100 yards from the prone, sitting, and standing positions. A sling may be 

used for support in the prone and sitting firing positions. Rifle optics is not permitted but spotting 

scopes are allowed on the firing line. Course of fire includes 10 sighter rounds and 40 rounds 

fired for score.   

**If there is enough interest and time permits, a “Just-for-fun” AK/SKS match may be 
conducted immediately following the M1 Carbine Match using the same course of fire.   

Start time for of the above matches is 9:00 a.m. (except June – August when they begin at 8:00  

a.m.). Participants are asked to arrive 30 minutes before start time to fill out score cards and get  

their accessories to the firing line. Targets and Target stands are furnished for these events. Some 

ammunition is available for purchase at a reduced price for match use only. The match fee is 

$10.00 for each match date and participants may shoot as many relays as they wish for this fee. 

Magnolia Club members will receive a CMP Participation Certificate qualifying the member to 

purchase rifles and ammunition directly from the Civilian Marksmanship Program (CMP).   

For more information, please contact:   

Match Director – Chad Stewart  cstewy96@gmail.com   

Match Director -  Bobby Simpson bgsimpson45@gmail.com   

CMP Website: http://www.odcmp.com/Comm/about_us.htm   
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Outlaw Steel   

Outlaw Steel handgun matches at Magnolia will typically include 5 stages. Generally, three of 

the stages will consist of an array of 5 steel targets in various layouts shot from within the 

confines of a shooting box. The targets may be at ranges from 8 to 35 yards. Each of these stages 

are run (shot) 5 times and the best 4 times are used for scoring, which consists of total net time. 

There is a penalty if a target is missed, and some arrays may have a bonus target which, if hit, 

will subtract time from the “score”. In Outlaw Steel, we will usually have two stages that require 

movement, one of which we call a “field course” which requires moving between different 

shooting boxes. Typically a field course is about 25 or more targets and is run one time.   

For more information, please contact:   

Match Director – Dustin Bobst   

E-mail: m1911a145@yahoo.com  

Registration and Results are found on PractiScore   

   

   
Steel Challenge    

Most stages consist of five runs shot from a shooting box, with the times of the best four kept for 

scoring (there may be a stage of only four runs with movement from one box to another). These 

matches will usually consist of five stages in total. Steel shooting offers a port of entry to the 

shooting sports that can be less intimidating than other competitions and provides an excellent 

starting place for young or beginning shooters.   

For more information, please contact:   

Match Director – Dustin Bobst  

E-mail: m1911a145@yahoo.com  

Registration and Results are found on PractiScore   

   

   
USPSA   

The United States Practical Shooting Association handgun competitions at Magnolia RPC 

require competitors to solve dynamic shooting challenges while seeking a balance of speed, 

power, and accuracy. Competitors move through unique courses of fire as quickly as possible 

while engaging a variety of paper, steel, and moving/reactive targets. There are divisions and 

classifications within them to accommodate competitors of all different skill levels shooting a 

wide variety of equipment. No special gear or training is required to get started and new shooters 

are always welcome.   

For more information, please contact:   

Match Director – Dustin Bobst 

E-mail: m1911a145@yahoo.com 
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E-mail: archie.nichols68@gmail.com   

Registration and Results are found on PractiScore   

   

   


